


Change the list of verbs to their noun forms. Write a sentence for each word.

Verb                                                                                      Noun

creep                                              

terrorize

haunt 

Challenge #1:  Verb to Noun

Challenge #2: Noun to Verb

HALLOWEEN MONSTER MASH-UPHALLOWEEN MONSTER MASH-UP  

Then read and answer the challenges below.

Adjective                                                                                       Noun
  
dangerous

vigilant

venomous                                                                                   

Challenge #3:  Adjective to Noun

unSocialized: Free Learning Resources

Parts of Speech: Changing Word Forms
Watch an interactive tutorial on parts of speech.

Change the list of nouns to their verb forms. Write a sentence for each word.

Noun                                                                                      Verb
enchantment

transformation

vapor

Change the list of adjectives to their noun forms. Write a sentence for each word.

Need help? Browse Brittanica Kids Dictionary

https://unsocialized.net/reading-writing/
https://www.cpalms.org/PreviewResourceStudentTutorial/Preview/168518
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/browse/dictionary


Change the list of nouns to their adjective forms. Write a sentence for each word.

 Noun                                                                                      Adjective

 mask                                             

 nightmare

 mystery

Challenge #4: Noun to Adjective

Challenge #5: Verb to Adjective

HALLOWEEN MONSTER MASH-UPHALLOWEEN MONSTER MASH-UP  

Adjective                                                                                       Adverb  

eerie

ethereal

uncanny                                                                            

Challenge #6:  Adjective to Adverb

unSocialized: Free Learning Resources

Changing Word Forms

Change the list of verbs to their adjective forms. Write a sentence for each word.

Verb                                                                                     Adjective
decorate

frighten

spook

Change the list of adjectives to their adverb forms. Write a sentence for each word.

https://unsocialized.net/


Change the list of verbs to their noun forms. Write a sentence for each word.

Verb                                                                                      Noun

creep                                                                                                 creeper                                            

terrorize                                                                                           terror

haunt                                                                                                 haunting

Challenge #1:  Verb to Noun

Challenge #2: Noun to Verb

HALLOWEEN MONSTER MASH-UPHALLOWEEN MONSTER MASH-UP  

Answer Key

Adjective                                                                                       Noun
  
dangerous                                                                                                   danger

vigilant                                                                                                           vigilance   

venomous                                                                                        venom                                                                        

Challenge #3:  Adjective to Noun

unSocialized: Free Learning Resources

Parts of Speech: Changing Word Forms

Change the list of nouns to their verb forms. Write a sentence for each word.

Noun                                                                                      Verb
enchantment                                                                                  enchant

transformation                                                                               transform

vapor                                                                                                   vaporize

Change the list of adjectives to their noun forms. Write a sentence for each word.

https://unsocialized.net/


Change the list of nouns to their adjective forms. Write a sentence for each word.

 Noun                                                                                      Adjective

 mask                                                                                                  masked                                         

 nightmare                                                                                        nightmarish

 mystery                                                                                            mysterious

Challenge #4: Noun to Adjective

Challenge #5: Verb to Adjective

HALLOWEEN MONSTER MASH-UPHALLOWEEN MONSTER MASH-UP  

Adjective                                                                                       Adverb  

eerie                                                                                                               eerily

ethereal                                                                                                        ethereally

uncanny                                                                                           uncannily                                                                   

Challenge #6:  Adjective to Adverb

unSocialized: Free Learning Resources

Changing Word Forms

Change the list of verbs to their adjective forms. Write a sentence for each word.

Verb                                                                                     Adjective
decorate                                                                                        decorative

frighten                                                                                           frightening

spook                                                                                               spooky

Change the list of adjectives to their adverb forms. Write a sentence for each word.

https://unsocialized.net/

